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A matrix factorization method is used to solve the Fokker-Pianck (Landau) charged 
particle transport equation. By treating all phase space variables as discrete in analogy to S, 
neutronics, the collision term takes on a five-point difference form which is readily treatable 
by this method. In order to illustrate this technique, the energy deposited by fast ions in a 
geometrically spherical, Maxwellian background plasma is calculated. Although this technique 
can be generalized to other geometries, its essential elements are best illustrated in this simple 
context. 
In the study of charged particle transport in plasmas, numerical techniques for 
solving the Fokker-Planck equation have been developed which closely parallel those 
used in neutron transport. This was a natural step in the development of solution 
methods in charged particle transport (CPT) in view of the fact that the theory and 
methods of neutron transport have been well developed [ 1,2]. Moreover, since ~~~~ 
of the pioneering work in CPT was carried out in conjunction with the ongoing effort 
to build controlled fusion devices, the early methodologies developed to solve the 
transport equation were made more applicable to those machines. In the well--known 
analysis of transport in mirror machines by Killeen and Marx [3], for example, the 
calculations of spatial changes along the magnetic field are based on an assumption 
that the distribution function of ions remain approximately constant along a gui 
center orbit, an assumption which is sufficiently accurate and more appropriate for 
mirror confinement systems. 
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Other authors have used expansion methods [4, 51 or diffusion theory techniques 
[6] to solve the transport equation. The diffusion techniques require that sequential 
moments of the transport equation be taken so as to generate a coupled set of 
equations, and further require that a prescription for closing that set be given. The 
transport problem is then reduced to the solution of that set, 
In yet other approaches, the techniques of neutron transport are used directly in 
attacking the CPT equation. This is done by either reformulating the Fokker-Planck 
collision term into a form which matches the structure of a standard neutronics code 
[7] such that existing computer programs can be used directly for CPT, or deriving 
cross sections [8], which simulate the slowing down of ions to be used in existing 
neutronics codes. In other methods [9, lo], the differencing and multigrouping 
techniques of neutronics are applied to yield solutions to the CPT equation by 
standard algorithms. 
In this paper it is shown that the Fokker-Planck charged particle transport 
equation, when appropriately approximated by finite differences, can be solved in a 
fully implicit manner by a simple and efficient matrix factorization method. By 
treating the independent phase space variables as discrete in analogy to S, 
neutronics, the collision term takes a form which is readily treatable by this method. 
In order to illustrate this technique, the energy deposited by fast ions in a 
geometrically spherical, Maxwellian plasma is calculated. Although this technique is 
easily generalized to other geometries, its essential elements are best illustrated in this 
simple context. 
In Section I of this article, the form of the transport equation to be solved is 
developed. In Section II, the difference approximation to this equation is derived and 
the matrix factorization solution technique is described in detail. In Section III the 
results of a calculation of the energy deposited by fast ions to a plasma are compared 
to those given in Ref. [7]. All quantities used herein have MKS units, while 
temperatures are expressed in keV. 
I. THE FOKKER-PLANCK TRANSPORT EQUATION 
The equation that describes the evolution of a “test” distribution f(r, v, t) of 
charged particles in the phase space of r and v during time t, due to small angle 
collisions with other particles of a background species b distributed asfb(r, v, t), has 
come to be known as the Fokker-Planck equation and can be written as [ 1 l] 
L?f(r, v, 4 
at +v;vf+V;af=-cV;J. b 
The acceleration a in the third term of this equation is the Lorentz acceleration due to 
externally imposed electromagnetic fields as well as the self-consistent fields created 
by the charged particles’ collective actions or higher order collisional processes. In 
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this analysis, these higher order effects will be ignored and problems with external 
fields will not be considered. 
Although Eq. (1) is a nonlinear equation [ 111 for f, it can be reduced to a sim 
linear form by invoking the assumption that the “background” distrib~tio~s~~ remain 
isotropic for all time. It can then be written in spherical polar coordinates as 
and where ,U is defined as (v . r)/lvl jr\. Note that the distributor function $ is 
allowed to have a one dimensional dependence in configuration space and two 
degrees of freedom in velocity space (azimuthal symmetry). Were 2, and A, are the 
atomic number and atomic weight of the background species and the factor r is 
defined as in Rosenbluth et al. [12]. Hbl(u), Hbz(v), and I%,,(v) are the standard 
integrals 
H&v) = JU u4fb(u) du. 
0 
For computational convenience, the scalings 
3= n/N,, C= V/C,, 
P= r/R,, t = t/t, 
m 
are introduced for densities, velocities, radial distances, and time in this analysis so 
that the distribution functions will scale as $== jCi/N,. In these new variables, the 
Maxwellian distribution has the form f,(u) = (n,/nV2z&) ex~(-~‘/~~~)~ where nOb = 
(Tb/A6)“2. No, and to are arbitrarily chosen to suit the problem at hand. C, is defined 
to be [2kT&~]~’ and R, is chosen to equal G, . to, where TO is some ~b~t~a~y 
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standard temperature, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and m is the mass corresponding to 
one atomic mass unit. 
By using Eqs. (7) to scale the transport equation, Eq. (2), it retains its form iden- 
tically except for the factor r which is replaced by F= TN,, t,/Ci, while the integrals, 
Eqs. (6), evaluted for a Maxwellian distribution, take on the functional forms 
where the barred notation for the scaled quantities has been dropped, here, and for 
the remainder of this analysis. 
II. THE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION TO THE 
TRANSPORT EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION 
A. The DifSerence Appromination 
A differencing operator [9] that treats each independent variable of phase space as 
discrete is 
where s, i, g, and IZ are the indices on times, zones, velocities, and angles respectively, 
and p is defined to be the quantity At, Arf Au: A,u,, where At, = t,, , - t,, Ar: = 
<ri+ 1,2 - rf- y2)/3, Au: = <vi+ iI2 - vi- &/3, and 4, = P”+ ,,* - lu,,- ,,2. The half- 
integer quantities will be those at cell edges while integer quantities will be cell 
centered. Since the operator is of the implicit type, all quantities in the following 
analysis will be defined at the “updated” time tstl and will be cell centered unless 
specified by a subsript to be otherwise. 
Applying this operator to Eq. (2) yields the difference approximation 
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where Vi = Arf , A i+ 1,2 = rf+ ,,2, and where the alpha coefficients are defined by the 
recursion relation a,+ 1,2 = a,- 1/Z - ,u~ A,uu,[A i+ 1,2 - A i- 1,2] as in S, neutronics theory 
[ 11 in order to preserve the conservation of particles for finite intervals A&, . 
Equation (10) can be written in a more concise form by defining the quantities c = 
Av~/Av~ Vi, A =~,4[Ai+mfi+w -Ai-d-1/21 + Ian+a,2fn+1,2-arz-1,2fn-IIZ19 
and 4 equal to the RHS of Eq. (10) so that it becomes 
l[t can also be seen from Eq. (IO) that 4 can be separated into the sum of two ter 
q=Q’+$, where 
CT =- F $ iv:+ 1,2q+ I,2 - vi- y2q- 1,213 g 
4Y=-~~[~~+l,*-J:-y*l* n 
Equations (12) and (13), respectively, are the collision effects terms which change the 
magnitude of the velocity and the direction of test ions as they suffer small-Angie 
scattering events. 
If the term 4” is considered separately, it is found that by defining 
A Cb ZiflTb2(v)/Ab, C, = Cb Z,(H,,(v)/v + v2H,,(v))/3, and by using Eq, (43, it ia; 
be rewritten as 
Further, by using the interpolating relations of Chang and Cooper [ 131 which relate 
the velocity cell edged values of the distribution to the cell centered values, s” can 
~~aliy be written in the three-point difference form 
-Sgpi,?) 
(15) 
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4B,dcg~1,2. Similarly, by using Eq. (5), Eq. (13) can also be written in three- 
point form as 
+s$ (H,&)-y+fvHbl(v)) 
n b 
+f (1 -Pi+,,2) 
?I+1 4u,,1,2 * 
B. Solution of the Diflerence Approximation 
It can be seen from the difference approximation in the 
(1 -d-1,24 
form of Eq: (11) that the 
terms which provide for streaming or spatial transport are on the RHS of Eq. (11) 
while the term qAt which contains the collision effects is on the LHS. This suggests 
the possibility of using a splitting technique to solve the equation. If Eq. (11) is in 
fact split into two separate equations of the form 
(17) 
(18) 
it becomes two fully implicit, consistently split equations, each of which contains the 
effects of spatial transport and collisions separately. The virtues of using consistent 
operator splitting for solving implicit systems are discussed in Ref. [ 141. 
Equation (17) is an equation for f *, an “intermediate” distribution, which modifies 
the test ion distribution for collision events while treating the streaming terms as 
known quantities evaluated at the old time t, on the RHS. Equation (18) then uses 
this intermediate result as a known quantity through 4” = q(f*) and provides for the 
effects of spatial transport to yield the “updated” distributionJ: In general, the value 
of the RHS of Eq. (17) at t = 0 is given by an appropriate guess, but in our code /i 
was evaluated using the initial distribution function. 
In order to solve Eq. (17), it is first noted that the factor 4 is the sum of the two 
three-point difference equations, Eq. (15) and Eq. (16). Since the RHS of Eq. (17) is a 
known quantity, Eq. (17) takes the form of a differenced Poisson equation [ 141 which 
can be written as 
E,” Wnk + Gi, Vlg = s,, 3 k=g--l,g,g+l, l=n-l,n,n+l, (19) 
where the E, are the coefficients of the three-point group terms in Eq. (15), the G, are 
the coefficients of the three-point angle terms of Eq. (16), and S,, is the RHS of 
Eq. (17). The technique to be used for solving this equation is based on a method 
documented by Buzbee et al. [ 151. A brief outline of this method will be given here. 
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In general, E and G are not symmetric matrices but a matrix 6) can be found 
which will symmetrize E (or G) through the similarity transformation E” = DEB-‘. l”i 
is easily shown that D is diagonal in form so that the use of this transformation for E 
in Eq. (19) yields 
BOW,+ G~,Dw,=DS,, 
where the subscript appropriate to the group g has been used as a vector index to 
simplify the notation. It is noted that the symmetric matrix I? has a complete set of 
eigenvectors given by i!?c, = A,g, so that the vectors Dv and DS can be expanded as 
DW,== C annL 
so that Eq. (20) can be rewritten as 
where Sf, is the Kronecker delta. Equation (23) is recognized as a tridiagonal system 
in a, for each a. This system can be solved readily by a factorization of the 
tridiagonal matrix into upper and lower off-diagonal matrices. This is a standard 
technique [16] in matrix analysis, the details of which wiRi not be given here. 
using Eq. (21), the solution I+Y,~ can be constructed as 
This is the intermediate distribution f *. Note that the eigenvalues of l? need only 
calculated once for the case where the background distributions remain isotro 
since the coefficients in Eqs. (15) and (16) remain unchanged. But the construction 
] for the intermediate distribution must be performed at each time step since 
of Eq. (19) changes in time. These procedures are carried out for each zone 
In arder to complete the calculation for f, Eq. (18) must be solved. Since 
distribution f” is now known, 4’” = - q(f*) can be constructed. It is noted t 
Eq. (18) is identical to Eq. (10) except that the RHS of Eq. (IO), i.e., q*> is now 
known. In considering Eq. (IO), it can be seen that there are five quamit.ies to 
found at the updated time t = t,, , : J;h+ ,,* ,A- ,,z ,fneyz, and f,, 1,2. In general, two 
of these, say, f,- 1/2 and &+ 1,2, are known from either boundary conditions or from a 
previous time step. The other three quantities can be related by some scheme so that 
a system of three quations in three unknowns can be formed. 
We choose to use the diamond difference relations which linearly ~~t~r~~~~te 
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between quantities defined on a topologically rectangular region (Fig. 1) and are 
given by 
2f YfL/z +fn+1,2, 
2f =&l/2 +fLl/2. 
PI 
Using these equations to solve Eq. (10) for the distribution f in terms of the known 
quantities yields the relation 
i+@ +Ai-1/21fi+1/2 
[a ; At, A4 l 
Vi Av; Ap, n+1/2 +‘y,-1,2lfn-I,2 
f= 3 (26) 
+Ai-l/2) 
11 
where the alpha coefficients’ recursion relation has been used to write the 
denominator in a more symmetric form. This equation can be used to solve for the 
updated distribution f for all zones i, starting at the boundary of the sphere by 
calculating the cell centered distributions f and then extrapolating inward for the cell 
edged distributions fif;:- 1,2. Since the calculation proceeds inward toward the center of 
the sphere, it should be performed only for angles directed inward to avoid the 
accumulation of numerical error [ 11, i.e., for the directions such that -1 < ,D < 0. A 
similar equation can be derived for outward directions by considering fi- ,,2 to be 
known and again using the diamond difference equations in conjunction with Eq. (10) 
to yield 
r-1 At I, A,,4 1 
I ( 
Yi Llug I 
The outward integrations can be started by using an isotropy condition at the center 
of the sphere which is just 
where NN is the maximum number of directions. This integration is done after all of 
the inward calculations have been performed. Once these streaming calculations are 
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FIG. 1. The diamond structure of the interpolating procedure given by Eqs. (25) shown on a partial 
r-p mesh. 
complete, the soiution is then iterated with Eq. (7) in order to obtain a consistent 
solution of the original fully implicit difference approximation, Eq. (10). In this way, 
J(r, U, ,u, t) is calculated at the updated time t = t, + i for all. zones, speeds, and angles. 
III. RESULTS 
Of particular interest to researchers in inertial confinement fusion and in other 
related fields is the calculation of the amount of energy that fast ions deposit in a 
pellet plasma as they slow down due to collisional drag in the transport process. It is 
important to determine not only how this energy is distributed spatiahy, but also how 
it is partitioned to the background ions and electrons as well as how it depends on 
time. In this section, the results of calculations of this type, performed with the matrix 
factorization (MF) method, are presented. 
The transport of test ions in a spherical D-T plasma is an example problem ty 
of benchmark problems which have evolved within the literature on GPT 
[S-7, 9, lo]. I-Iere, the case of 3.5-MeV a particles being born isotropically in fusion 
events in the central zone of an otherwise nonreacting sphere of deuteri~m-tr~ti~rn 
plasma is considered. The density of the background plasma is taken to be 
0.2125 x 103 kg/m3 at a temperature of 50 keV. It is chosen to compare the results of 
the MF calculations with those given by Mehlhorn and Duderstadt 1’71 since their 
method also allows for velocity space dispersion and since their treatment of 
streaming via discrete ordinates is similar. In order to match the zoning used in their 
modified neutronics code TIMEX-FP, 13 radial zones are used with the zone width 
taken to be 0.7742 x lo-’ m while an l&point speed mesh with four angles is used 
in velocity space. 
In Figs. 2 and 3, the fraction Ed/E,, of the initial CI particle energy E, deposited per 
zone to the background electrons and ions, respectively, is plotted for each zonae. I% 
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Timex-FP 
_._. 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO II 12 
FIG. 2. Fraction of initial a particle energy E, deposited per zone to electrons for a source located 
in the central zone. 
can be seen that the MF method yields results which are in good agreement with 
those reported in Ref. [7]. In both Figs. 2 and 3, the peaks of the spatial deposition 
profiles occur in the same zones and are nearly identical in magnitude. Similarly, the 
stopping lengths calculated by the MF method enjoy close agreement to those 
previously reported. 
In order to study the effects of the dispersion in velocity space which the a 
particles undergo as they scatter on the plasma, the number of angles NN, used in the 
calculation was varied. In Figs. 4 and 5 the spatial deposition profiles are again given 
for electrons and ions separately. It is seen that by increasing the number of 
directions in which the a particle distribution function can be defined, for the case of 
deposition to the electrons, the spatial profile’s peak is decreased while deposition to 
the outer zones is increased. In the case of the ions, the peak is also diminished but 
shifted to the right with the deposition to the outer zones again increasing. This 
__ Matrix Foctorirotion 
_--__ Timex FP 
FIG. 3. Fraction of initial a particle energy E, deposited per zone to ions for a source located in the 
central zone. 
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- NN=4 
vu-NN = 8 
NN = 16 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 
Zone 
FIG, 4. Fractional deposition per zone to electrons using an increasing maximum number of angles 
WV. 
behavior is to be expected for the following reasons. Since the initially isotropic w  
particles are at higher energies than the background electrons and ions, their 
distribution will depart from the isotropic form as they scatter in an attempt to reach 
a thermal equilibrium. Although the CI energy may diminish after the first few 
collisions in zones near the center of the sphere, the energy is more directed in the 
outward direction in these zones. They will approach a thermal equilibrium after 
enough collisions have occurred along their path, so that their distribution will again 
acquire an isotropic character in the outer zones of Ihe mesh. At this time the 
particles will have no prefered direction, so that the amount of backscatteri~~ will 
become the same as the amount of forward scattering, thus resulting in 
deposition to these outer zones. That this behavior is indeed the case is establis 
following the distribution of the cosine (u) of the a particles’ velocity vectors with 
respect to the radial vector as a function of time. In Fig. 6 this spectral info~rna~~o~ is 
shown for the center zone at t = 0 while the curves at other times are appro~r~a~~ to 
i 
-N&=4 
0 15 _.._. NN=S 
r-l 
NN=16 
FIG. 5. Fractional deposition per zone to ions using an increasing maximum number of angles 
(NW. 
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5.0 
’ ’ ’ 
-.8 -.6 -.4 -.2 -.O .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
P 
FIG. 6. Angular spectra of the distribution function F (normalized), at the third position on the zone 
grid. At the first time iteration (NT), the spectra is shown for the innermost zone. 
Time Step 
FIG. 7. Time dependent energy deposition history for deposition to both electrons and ions. 
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the third zone on the mesh. It is seen that this distribution (normalized to unity on 
the abscissa) becomes peaked toward a positive cosine almost i~st~t~eo~§~~ 
showing that the a energy is highly directed toward the outer zones. At NT== 1, in 
particular, the curve is seen to be discontinuous but cl.early establishing a trend 
toward positive p. These discontinuities are due to the use of a large time step in the 
program. As time (NT) progresses, the particles scatter and lose their energy and 
their distribution is seen to approach a Maxwellian at the background tern~erat~~~. 
From this information, it can be concluded that by using too few angles in this type 
of calculation, the results may become biased in showing too much deposition in the 
first few zones and in ignoring the backscattering effects in the outer zones. 
It is interesting to note that the plots in Fig. 6 contain data points which appear 
jagged. This is due to the use of a large time step in the algorithm, which gives rise to 
small fluctuations in the distribution information. Although this ~~enorne~o~ could 
be detrimental in some algorithms, the MF method remained absolutely ce~s~rvat~~~e 
and convergent. 
In Fig. 7 the time dependent energy deposition history is shown for deposition both 
on electrons and on ions. As a check on the accuracy of this method, the curve 
showing the total energy fraction deposited to both ions and electrons was capsulated 
using the appropriate moment of the LWS of the transport equ~~io~~ Eq. (1). It can be 
seen that the code remained energy conserving. 
Bt is noted that the total deposition fraction in time tends toward unity hut becomes 
asymptotic at a value less than unity. This is, of GOUTse, due to the fact that ahe a 
particle does not lose all of its kinetic energy but onIy slows down to an energy 
defined by the temperature at thermal equilibrium. 
The efficiency of the MF method is demonstrated in Figs. 8 and 9. The same 
computations described above for four angles, 13 zones, and 18 velocity grid points 
were performed using IS0 time steps (NT) at a time increment of 0.01 and then 
carried our again using 1500 time steps at At, = 0.001. Here the time increment dt, is 
scaled to the slowing-down time of u particles due to electrons at 50 keV which is 
- NT= 150 
At=lO* 
---_ NT= 1500 
al = 10-9 
FIG. 8. Fractional deposition per zone to electrons For two time step sizes and the corresponding 
number of iterations (NT). 
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I -NT= 150 At = IO+ 
0.15- ----NT=1500 
At = IO” 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 IO II I2 
zone 
FIG. 9. Fractional deposition per zone to ions for two time step sizes and the corresponding number 
of iterations (Nr). 
equal to 8.47 x IO-’ sec. It can be seen that very little accuracy is lost by using the 
larger time step. The calculation using 150 time steps required 5 sec. of CPU time on 
CRAY I computer. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that the Fokker-Planck charged particle transport equation can 
be solved in a very efficient manner by splitting the difference approximation to yield 
two fully implicit equations, each of which is solved separately. One split equation 
contains the collision physics and modifies the distribution of test ions for these 
effects in its velocity variables u and p, while the other equation corrects the 
distribution for spatial transport (streaming). A matrix factorization technique is used 
to solve the first of these equations (the “collision equation”) while a standard 
forward extrapolation technique is employed to solve the “spatial” equation. Using 
the example of 3.5-MeV a particles, it was seen that the combination of these 
techniques in this algorithm yielded results which were in good agreement with those 
previously published. Furthermore, since the algorithm is fully implicit, it was also 
seen that large time steps could easily be used to generte accurate results in a 
minimum of CPU time. 
Although the ditributions of ions and electrons describing the background plasma 
were postulated to be fixed Maxwellian distributions, the generalization to time, 
space, and velocity dependent distributions is straightforward within this algorithm. 
Further, the matrix factorization technique is not restricted to spherical geometry but 
can be applied in cylindrical and rectangular coordinates as well. 
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